Dear TP52 Members and Associate Members,

To be clear on how questions on rules will be dealt with, the following:

1. There shall be Rule or Bylaws Questions and Rule or Bylaws Requests for Interpretation.

2. Rule or Bylaws Questions can be brought forward to the Class Manager verbally and can be on request treated confidential. The answer will be given as soon as possible, but not later than 3 weeks. The answer never is an official TP52 Class Interpretation and can not be referred to as such at a later date.

3. Requests for Rule or Bylaws Interpretations have to be submitted in writing / by email and will be answered in writing / by email within 3 weeks. The Interpretation, including the Request, will be published on the TP52 Class website within 3 weeks of giving the answer. Any request for confidentiality will be denied.

4. The Class Manager has the obligation to discuss the matter with a Class Measurer in case of a Rule related matter, or with the Class President / ExCom in case of a Bylaws issue.

5. The Class Manager has to ask ISAF for advice and if the request is made by a Member that Member may also request that advice is sought from an ExCom approved Technical Committee in case of a Rule matter.

6. The ISAF advice, or the Class President / ExCom advice and if applicable the Technical Committee advice shall be represented in the Interpretation.

7. If the involvement of experts causes the need for more time, the Class Manager shall inform the person that put in the Request of the delay and give him a proper indication of the time needed.

Kind regards, Rob Weiland
TP52 Class Manager